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AN APPRAISAL OF THE ACTUARIES’ 
CLIMATE RISK INDEX:
to address Sea Level Rise Issues
at Hampton Roads and Beyond
by Stephen Lee Kolk, ACAS, MAAA




– Actuaries’ Climate Index (ACI) about to launch
• Progress & Possibilities
– The foundation of the ACI and SLR measurement
– Actuaries Climate Risk Index (ACRI) data needs 
• Collaboration Possibilities
INTRODUCTION
Climate Index Development Structure
Climate Change Committee
Climate Index Working Group
Actuaries from the 
CAS, AAA, SOA & CIA
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PROGRESS
A Quick Look at the Actuaries’ Climate Index
The Actuaries Climate Index
ACI –Seasonal Totals
ACI Basics (1)
• The indices focus on the “frequency of severity” aka “f-s”
– “How often is the temperature in a given month at or above the 
90th percentile?”
– Other indices tend to focus on change in the average over time, 
but it is the frequency of extreme weather that matters to us






o Elevated sea level (for ocean coast only)
 The 90th percentile is based on  the 1961-1990 reference period
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ACI Basics (2)
• Granularity of data – each variable is available for each 2.5°grid 
(275km x 275km at equator) in North America
– While indices can be computed at this granularity, they would be volatile
• Grid indices are averaged across 12 natural regions
• Also averaged to produce indices for US, Canada and total US/Canada
9
Source: FINAL FORMULATION OF THE A.C.R.I. – Solterra Solutions, December 4, 2015
ACI – Southeast Atlantic - Seasons
Components: Temp., Precip., Wind
HIGH TEMPERATURES LOW TEMPERATURES
HEAVY PRECIPITATION HIGH WINDS




The ACI – Seasonal Totals
Southeast Atlantic
PROGRESS & POSSIBILITIES
A look at the Actuaries Climate Risk Index (ACRI)
Actuaries Climate Risk Index
• Selected components of ACI that can be compared to 
damage information
• Using linear regression, significant relationships 
between economic losses by peril and climate variables 
were found in
o SHELDUS data for economic losses, mortality and morbidity in 
the US
o Canadian Disaster Database, compiled by Public Safety Canada
• These findings are being packaged in a risk index 
especially useful to the insurance industry
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Actuaries Climate Risk Index - Methodology
• Regression analysis of damages and ACI components by 
region looked at:
o Mortality and morbidity vs. heat
o Flood damages vs. maximum 5-day precipitation
o Crop damages vs. consecutive dry days
o Wildfire damages vs. consecutive dry days
o Wind damages vs. wind power
• Each of these became a historical impacts index (HII)
o Scaled to an index ranging from 1-10
• Proxies or no index were used in a few regions with no 
finding of statistically significant relationships
• These are blended together to become the ACRI
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SHELDUS Data Summary 1960-2011
Source: http://hvri.geog.sc.edu/SHELDUS/docs/Summary_1960_2011.pdf 16
Phase 2 – Stage V - Regression
• A linear regression analysis was 
performed for all regions for the 
following damage categories: 
Flood, Wind, Heat, Drought and 
Wildfire. 
• The example here is for Flood in 
which Rx5day precipitation was 
regressed against Sheldus
monetary damages (in Billions 
US$2007)
• Relationships like this, together 
with their 95th confidence limits, 
were evaluated by hazard and 
region.
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Source: Climate Index Work Group, Stage V Summary
SKETCH OF ACRI / ACTUARIAL
COLLABORATION POSSIBILITIES
Hampton Roads pilot data could help improve the ACRI
Benefits of Collaboration
The Hampton Roads Challenge
• BENEFITS THE H.R. PILOT THAT INTERESTS ACTUARIES: refined ACRI by state 
and/or county. 3 benefits & A Big Result would follow:
– BETTER GRANULARITY: Refined data could improve the ACI giving Property Casualty 
with work by State. Further, the county detail would give necessary coastal 
reference points for measuring climate extreme impacts of Seal Level Rise (SLR).
– BETTER USE OF DATA: Actuaries could help the Hampton Roads Pilot teams make 
best use of the wealth of data gathered to solve SLR problems
– BETTER SCIENCE The analysis could be enhanced with expert modeling and 
forecasting skills of NOAA scientists and others.
• WHAT CAN ACTUARIES OFFER OF BENEFIT TO THE PILOT STUDY?
– Actuaries have built risk models quantifying Regional catastrophe costs
– Actuaries have started building models to assess Indirect Supply Chain risks
– Actuaries Enterprise Risk Modeling (ERM) tools that quantify risk in Asset Dollars
• REFINED CLIMATE ADAPTATION COST MODELS
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SLR Data: Course – to Rough 
– to Granular
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Source: Hampton Roads Climate Impact Initiative, Figure 18
76 Tidal Gauges
passed muster
of the CCC team
DOT Pilot Work – Shows Many 
Infrastructure Pressure Points
Source: Hampton Roads Climate Impact Initiative, Figures 4, 9 and 11
Stephen L. Kolk, ACAS, MAAA
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